These instructions are for the purpose of changing the side from which the door will open should this be required. In which case they should be followed before proceeding with the installation instructions. If you do not require to change the opening side to the opposite side please ignore these instructions and refer directly to the installation instructions.

Please note: to change the ‘handing’ of the door requires the two pairs of patch fittings on sliding door (one pair has rollers and one pair has levers), to be swapped around.

1. Lay the door on a protective surface with the inside facing upwards. Using 2.5mm allen key supplied, loosen grub screws in door stops in the top and bottom rails and slide these towards the wall frames. *Figs 1 & 2.*

2. Using 4mm allen key supplied, undo 4 screws on sliding door and remove the patch-fitting inner covers.

3. Carefully lift out sliding door glass and place to one side. Remove rigid seal at one end of door glass and refit centrally at opposite end.

4. Remove patch fittings (roller type), from rail channel by rotating these around and lifting out. Refit these in corresponding rail channel at opposite end of door. *Fig. 3*

5. Remove patch fittings (lever type), from rail channel by pressing down on levers and lifting out. Refit these in corresponding rail channel at opposite end of door.

6. Now refer back to the main installation instructions and install the height adjustment blocks.